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PRESS RELEASE
Case Number: 16-1363
CRIME/INCIDENT:
LOCATION:
DATE OCCURRED:

Contact Person: Watch Commander
Robbery
Rabobank 500 Luther Road
4/19/2016 at approximately 11:31 a.m.

SUMMARY:
On April 19, 2016 at approximately 1131 hours:
Red Bluff Police received a call of robbery in progress at Rabobank (500 Luther Road).
While in route, officers were provided with a description of the female who fled the bank on foot with
an undisclosed amount of money. Officers arrived to the area along with investigators from the Tehama
County District Attorney’s Office. A DA investigator located a female matching the description sitting
in a parked vehicle in the area of Kirsten Court. When the investigator tried to contact the female, she
fled in her vehicle, leading the investigator and Red Bluff Police officers on a pursuit reaching speeds up
to 75MPH westbound on Kimball Road.
The pursuit ended in the area of Donita Drive and Crosspoint Way when the female collided into a
parked car and ran from her vehicle. The female was subsequently apprehended and positively
identified as 29 year old Sara Beth Natho of Red Bluff.
Natho was booked into the Tehama County Jail for 211 PC – Robbery.
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The City of Red Bluff is an equal opportunity provider.
We, the members of the Red Bluff Police Department, are committed to being responsive to our community in the delivery of quality services. Recognizing our responsibility to maintain order, while
affording dignity and respect to every individual, our objective is to improve the quality of life through a community partnership which promotes safe, secure neighborhoods throughout the city.
.

